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In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit; AMEN. 

 After a couple of weeks away from our study of Moses we are 

returning tonight.  Let me remind you of where we were when we left off.  

We have followed Moses through the Red Sea to the foot of Mount Sinai.  

Once there he received the Ten Commandments.  After having received the 

Ten Commandments, God gave Moses further stipulations.  These are found 

in the closing verses of Exodus 21 through to the end of Exodus 23 and this 

section of Scripture is known as The Book of the Covenant.   

 Now while both the Ten Commandments and the Book of the 

Covenant contain laws, there are differences.  First, the laws and statutes 

found in the Book of the Covenant were written on parchment.  The Ten 

Commandments, however, were inscribed in stone.  Second, the laws in the 

Book of the Covenant were written down by the hand of Moses, but it was 

the finger God himself that etched the Ten Commandments on those tablets 

of stone.  You can think of it this way: God gave the Ten Commandments 

directly while Moses was the mediator of the ordinances found in the Book 

of the Covenant.  And third, we have this vital difference as well: The Ten 

Commandments hold true no matter where the place, what the time or who 

the people.  They are universal and binding upon everyone.  But the laws of 
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the "Covenant Code," as these laws are sometimes called, are not universal 

and binding upon everyone.  They are descriptions of how the Ten 

Commandments were to be worked out with that specific people at that 

specific time in those specific circumstances.   

 The first laws of the Covenant Code dealt with worship, because 

worship is the most important thing that the people of God do.  It is what 

they have been saved for.  The second section of the Code dealt with slaves 

and outlined how they were to be treated.  It is interesting that slaves figure 

so prominently at the beginning of the Book of the Covenant.  The same 

thing is true of the Ten Commandments.  They begin this way: "I am the 

Lord your God who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery..."  

God, you see, never wants his people to forget their slavery and bondage 

because if they do they will forget God's grace and mercy.  Whether they 

were to remember slavery in Egypt, as in those days--or whether they are to 

remember the chains of sin in which they were held fast, as in our day--we 

are to remember that our freedom in Christ has come to us by grace alone.  

Our sin kept us in chains we could not break; Jesus broke them for us.   
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 Well, in our lesson tonight we turn to matters of life and death, of 

crime and punishment.  What happens when an Israelite brings death or 

injury to his neighbour?  Let's look at the lesson. 

 Anyone who strikes a man and kills him shall surely be put to 
death.  However, if he does not do it intentionally, but God lets it 
happen, he is to flee to a place I will designate.  But if a man schemes 
and kills another man deliberately, take him away from my altar and 
put him to death.   

When considering passages like this, a number of questions quickly come to 

mind.  For example, many wonder how a study of Old Testament death 

penalty laws can have any practical application for the Christian life today.  

Some go even farther in their questioning.  They ask, in effect, how can a 

loving and gracious God make such severe, exacting and consuming 

penalties and laws?  It seems to be very harsh.  Now as you may suspect, I 

firmly believe there are practical applications of this Bible passage that 

ought to be made.  I further and just as firmly believe that these laws are an 

expression of the love of God for his people.  Let me elaborate. 

 God's death penalty demands are intended to establish a high view of 

life.  They are intended to create what today we call a "culture of life."  Now 

our lesson virtually restates what God has already said to Noah in Genesis 9.  

God is not inaugurating the death penalty with his giving of the Covenant 
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Code; he is reconfirming it.  God said this to Noah after the flood had 

subsided: 

 And from each man, too, I will demand an accounting for the 
life of his fellow man.  Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall 
his blood be shed; for in the image of God has God made man. 

First, God institutes capital punishment because man is made "in the image 

of God."  An assault on a human being, the wrongful taking of a life, is an 

assault upon God because man is made in the image of God.  Capital 

punishment is designed to uphold the importance and sanctity of a life that 

has been made in God's image.  Many people today deny that truth.  Many 

people in the scientific community hold that people are in essence random 

collections of cells that have evolved by chance over a long period of time 

through a process without plan or a planner, a design or designer.  That is 

why they have no qualms about creating embryos for experimentation or 

attempting to clone humans or performing abortions for spare parts or 

because the sex of the baby was not the one desired by the parents.  Many 

people in the radical environmental movement think that there is no 

difference between man and animal.  They have a saying: "a rat is a cat is a 

dog is a boy."   They mean that the life of an animal is just as important as 

the life of a human being.  If a dog were drowning and a child were 

drowning, they would save the dog.   Many people in certain political circles 

believe that people are to be manipulated to serve their ends--and if to serve 
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their ends they must perish in twin towers or starve in government organized 

famines, they had best be quick about it.  Seventy years ago there was a 

famine in the Ukraine.  It was started deliberately by Stalin for his own 

political purposes.  Twenty years ago in Ethiopia there was mass starvation 

because the government found it was cheaper to starve their enemies to 

death than it was to shoot them.  In the Sudan today there is government 

sponsored starvation.  Genocide is being used as a tool of politics.  In 

Florida a woman was starved to death on the order of a court because her 

estranged husband wanted her dead.  You cannot do this unless you believe 

people are disposable and deny that man is made in the image of God. 

 There are many more instances of people not holding to the truth that 

we have been made in the image of God.  Wherever that truth is denied, 

people are considered as objects to be used and manipulated and thrown 

away when they are no longer useful.  Wherever that truth is denied a culture 

of death grows up.  Wherever that truth is held sacred, people are valued and 

a culture of life grows up.  This is what Presbyterian preacher Ligon Duncan 

had to say is speaking of the grounds for the death penalty: 

 I want you to understand that the biblical and theological 
grounds for supporting the death penalty are different from political 
grounds.  There is no appeal to deterrent.  You will not ever find 
anywhere in the Bible that the death penalty will deter violent crime.  
That is not an argument [it uses].  There is no appeal to vengeance.  
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There is no appeal to cost effectiveness.  There is not appeal to 
protection.  The Bible's reasons for the death penalty are God's image 
and the sanctity of life.  That is why God says that the life of the 
perpetrator of murder is to be taken.  In other near eastern law codes, 
penalties for violent acts vary depending on the social status of the 
victim.  In God's law every life was precious.  The right of every 
victim was protected, thus showing the grounding of the death 
penalty, not in an economic rationale, not in a deterrent or penal 
rationale, but in the image of God [and the sanctity of life]. 

 There is another point that needs to be made here.  The death penalty 

not only honours the life of the victim; it honours the life of the killer.  Now 

you may ask, "Who can that be?  What do you mean?"  I mean this.  By 

requiring a murderer to be accountable for his actions, by requiring a 

murderer to pay the ultimate price for his actions, God is treating the person 

seriously.  He is acknowledging that the person is capable of making a moral 

choice and is responsible for his actions.  The person does not need 

"treatment" because he is sick.  He does not need "reeducation" because 

there is something he doesn't know.  He needs to be treated as a person 

capable of making choices and decisions and as a person responsible for 

what he has decided.  God takes murderers more seriously than to suggest 

their actions are the result of a mother who nagged them or a diet that 

included too many Twinkies. 

 Now note this too.  The murder that God speaks of here is 

premeditated murder.  It is a murder that is planned and intentional.  A 
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murder in which a person has lain in wait and sprung upon an unsuspecting 

victim.  On the other hand, if the killing was unintentional--if it was what 

people in the insurance business call an "act of God", if it was an accident, 

the killer could flee to a place God designated--he could flee to a city of 

refuge.  We find a description of this in Joshua 20.  Note how God provides 

a cooling off period for accidental killings, so the victim's family will not get 

caught up in vengeance.  Note how God provides a penalty for the person 

responsible--he had to endure exile.  Note finally how God provides mercy 

in allowing the exiled man to return.  Here's God speaking to Joshua: 

 Then the Lord said to Joshua: "Tell the Israelites to designate 
the cities of refuge, as I instructed you through Moses, so that anyone 
who kills a person accidentally and unintentionally may flee there and 
find protection from the avenger of blood. 
 When he flees to one of these cities, he is to stand in the 
entrance of the city gate and state his case before the elders of that 
city.  Then they are to admit him into their city and give him a place to 
live with them.  If the avenger of blood pursues him, they must not 
surrender the one accused, because he killed his neighbour 
unintentionally and without malice aforethought.  He is to stay in that 
city until he has stood trial before the assembly and until the death of 
the high priest who is serving at that time.  Then he may go back to 
his own home in the town from which he fled. 

 Let me mention one more thing here.  Verse 14 says "But if a man 

schemes and kills another man deliberately, take him away from my altar 

and put him to death."  What happens if a person guilty of capital murder 

claims sanctuary?  What if he goes to one of the most sacred spots of all, the 
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altar of God, and grabs hold of the horns of the altar (there was a horn on 

each corner of the altar) and claims sanctuary?  In such a case he is to be 

dragged away from the altar and be put to death.  This happened, by the way, 

during the reign of Solomon.  Adonijah tried to take the throne that David 

had designated for Solomon.  When his scheme failed, he ran to the 

tabernacle and held on to the horn of the altar.  Solomon spared him--until he 

later on proved himself to be an enemy once more.  Joab, one of Adonijah's 

conspirators, fled to the tabernacle as well.  He made the same plea for 

mercy, but because he had been responsible for killing two men, mercy was 

not granted.  These were Solomon's orders for Joab: "Strike him down and 

bury him, and so clear me and my father's house of the guilt of the innocent 

blood that Joab shed."  

 Let's turn to our lesson again to see further instances of the death 

penalty.   

 Anyone who attacks his father or mother must be put to death. 
 Anyone who kidnaps another and either sells him or still has 
him when he is caught must be put to death. 
 Anyone who curses his father or mother must be put to death. 

Now the kidnapping, perhaps, is easiest to understand.  In those days people 

were kidnapped and sold into slavery.  While other law codes of the time 

treated this as an economic crime, God clearly sees it as an assault against 
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his image in man.  But what can be said about the two other laws we have 

here.  In Israel, if you attacked your parents or even cursed them, the penalty 

was death.  Let me say a couple of things.  The word used for "attack" does 

not mean a casual slap.  What is indicated here is an extremely violent attack 

by an older child against a parent.  We are dealing with a severe beating.  

And when cursing a parent is forbidden, the Bible is not speaking about a 

mouthy kid talking back.  The cursing here involves treating a mother or 

father with an utter and public contempt that leads to abject humiliation.  

Both of these crimes are flagrant violations of the commandment to honour 

your father and mother.   

 Now, what would it mean to apply this law to our families today?  Let 

me put it in a positive way.  The principle behind this law, which lifts up the 

importance of the integrity of the family unit and parental authority, can best 

be put to work today by our fighting for the sanctity and health of the 

institution of the family at a time when many families are crumbling away.  

There are a number of things that can be done.  Marriage ought not to be 

taken lightly, but should be protected and maintained and so it should be 

harder to get married and harder to get a divorce.  We ought not to pretend 

that living together--or living together with a member of the same sex--or 

living together with more than one person, which is the next trend coming 
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down the pike--is the same thing as being married.  Parents, who have 

responsibility for the care of their children, should have their God-given 

authority respected.   

 Let me make another point before closing.  What about the woman 

caught in adultery?  The penalty for adultery was death, but Jesus spared her 

life.  Does that mean the death penalty has been done away with?  I don't 

think so.  We have a picture of the hypocrisy of those who would judge this 

woman when they were guilty of the same crime.  We have a picture of 

grace and mercy.  Above all we have a picture of Jesus, the Lamb of God, 

who will in a short time pay the price for the woman's adultery by going to a 

cross and dying in her place.   

 Here's another example.  You might ask me, "Well, Ken, what about 

David?  He caused the death of Uriah the Hittite and committed adultery 

with Bathsheba.  His life was spared.  How come?"   The answer, again, is 

the mercy of God which is meted out according to God's sovereign will 

when and where he desires--and is meted out only because Jesus satisfies the 

requirements of the law by dying as David's substitute.  And note this: 

David, though not subject to the death penalty, paid a terrible price for his 

crimes.  His infant son died.  His children rebelled against him.  He was 
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forced to endure a civil war.  Heartache after heartache came his way 

because of his sin.  The lesson for us is this: capital punishment is required 

some times, while it may be tempered with mercy at other times.  We need to 

rely on the wisdom of God to know which is which.   

 One last word before I close.  God has promised us that the wages of 

sin is death.  He has promised that the soul that sins shall die.  God himself 

institutes capital punishment for the guilty, for he will in no way allow the 

guilty to escape.  The determination of God to punish sin in this way is seen 

best at Calvary.  There his own Son, who had become sin--who had, by 

imputation, taken upon himself all of the sins of his people--murder, 

kidnapping, theft, lust, idolatry, and on and on--suffered the supreme penalty.  

Let us never imagine that God takes sin lightly.  Sin is a horrible thing and it 

takes an awesome God to take away sin and its attendant penalties.  Let us 

thank Christ for providing us a way of escape.  Let us pray.  
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